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Gary Sernovitz leads a double life. A typical New York liberal, he is also an oilman - a fact his

left-leaning friends let slide until the word "fracking" entered popular parlance. "How can you

frack?" they suddenly demanded, aghast. But for Sernovitz, the real question is, "What

happens if we don't?"Fracking has become a four-letter word to environmentalists. But most

people don't know what it means. In his fast-paced, funny, and lively book, Sernovitz explains

the reality of fracking: what it is, how it can be made safer, and how the oil business works.He

also tells the bigger story. Fracking was just one part of a shale revolution that shocked our

assumptions about fueling America's future. The revolution has transformed the world with

consequences for the oil industry, investors, environmentalists, political leaders, and anyone

who lives in areas shaped by the shales, uses fossil fuels, or cares about the climate - in short,

everyone. Thanks to American engineers' oilfield innovations, the United States is leading the

world in reducing carbon emissions, has sparked a potential manufacturing renaissance, and

may soon eliminate its dependence on foreign energy. Once again the largest oil and gas

producer in the world, America has altered its balance of power with Russia and the Middle

East.Yet the shale revolution has also caused local disruptions and pollution. It has prolonged

the world's use of fossil fuels. Is there any way to reconcile the costs with the benefits of

fracking?To do so, we must start by understanding fracking and the shale revolution in their

totality. The Green and the Black bridges the gap in America's energy education. With an

insider's firsthand knowledge and unprecedented clarity, Sernovitz introduces readers to the

shales - a history-upturning "Internet of oil" - tells the stories of the shale revolution's essential

characters, and addresses all the central controversies. To capture the economic, political, and

environmental prizes, we need to adopt a balanced, informed perspective. We need to take the

green with the black. Where we go from there is up to us.

About the AuthorGary Sernovitz is a managing director at Lime Rock, an oil- and gas-focused

private equity firm. He began his career as an oil equity research analyst at Goldman Sachs.

He has written two novels, Great American Plain(2001) and The Contrarians (2002), as well as

essays and reviews for The New York Times,The Wall Street Journal, n +1, and Slate, among

others. A native of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, he lives in New York City with his wife. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"[Sernovitz] brings a lively eye

to the field of fracking" - The New York Times Book Review “It is refreshing to have such

contentious issues sieved through Mr. Sernovitz’s inquisitive mind, balancing the most

pessimistic and optimistic visions of change.” – The Wall Street Journal“The Green and the

Black is well balanced, reporting accurately and entertainingly on the attitudes and beliefs of

oilmen and environmentalist about fracking and the oil industry in general" - The New York

Review of Books“a worthy project �if anything, it is the project for ushering mankind into a

sustainable future �and Sernovitz’s attempt is thoughtful and entertaining.” - The New

Republic"Sernovitz, who writes with flair, humor, and assurance, includes some recent history

of the industry, some big personalities, a little technology and geology, arguments of

environmentalists (the "Green" of the title) and of oilmen ("Black"), and a wealth of

statistics....An insider's cheerful, energetic examination of an industry that has changed

dramatically in the last decade.” – Kirkus "Sernovitz’s deep insider’s knowledge and scintillating

prose make this one of the best treatments of this very contentious subject" - Publishers



Weekly"Sernovitz writes passionately, even lovingly of the industry... offers a necessary

perspective" - Booklist"an excellent, informative and well-written book about the shale

revolution in North Dakota’s Bakken formation as well as other shale formations in the U.S. The

author writes with a sense of humor, which helps make this such a good read, one that is hard

to put down." - Bismarck Tribune"the most engaging book published so far on the subject" - H-

Energy"His book is like a mash-up of The Daily Show and a National Geographic special... If

you want to dig into the intriguing issues powering the energy revolution, then you definitely

should read The Green and the Black." - Urban Land“Across the broad spectrum of American

writers, there's simply no one else quite like Gary Sernovitz, at once a brilliant novelist,

hilarious cultural critic, energy-industry insider, and self-described 'liberal oilman.' (Imagine

Saul Bellow's giant ecstatic heart transplanted into T. Boone Pickens, and you're getting warm.)

This has to be one of the most searching, literate, and funniest books about American energy

ever written, and it will usefully complicate even one's most zealous certainties about fossil

fuels.”  �Tom Bissell“As a novelist-turned-oilman, Gary Sernovitz is uniquely equipped to

introduce the general reader to the complexities of the oil industry. Erudite, conversational, and

brimming with vivid descriptions and helpful analogies, The Green and the Black informs and

expands the contemporary debate around fracking and fossil fuels.”  �Kate Bolick"[The Green

and the Black] provides a comprehensive, balanced view of the far-reaching impact of the U.S.

shale revolution." - Mark Papa, Former Chairman and CEO, EOG Resources"Gary Sernovitz

has written a mini-masterpiece about an American-born technology that has the continuing

potential to revolutionize the world of energy economics and bring about social and political

challenges and opportunities for many decades. His style is intelligent, balanced with regard to

highlighting competing views of each major topic, and technically and economically

illuminating. Everyone in America should read Chapter 11. If you don't necessarily agree with

every claim the author makes, you will nonetheless find the book incredibly informative, well-

researched, and witty." - Jim Hackett, Former Chairman and CEO, Anadarko Petroleum"Gary

Sernovitz is a unique figure in American letters. A talented novelist (his The Contrarians should

be read alongside Liar's Poker as an introduction to the world of the American investment

bank), he is also a private equity investor, specializing in the oil sector. He is, finally, a person

of conscience. His account here of the shale revolution of the past decade is funny, informed,

and unsparing. You may not share his affection for natural gas, or accept his case for fracking,

but if you are opposed to these technologies - and you should be - it's important to understand

the other side." - Keith Gessen--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Green and the BlackThe
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have learned about the Resource Triangle on my first day in the oil business in 1995, but it

couldn't have been long after. The world, I was taught before I was taught much else, operates



according to clear rules: the distribution of oil and natural gas follows a triangle shape. On the

top is the good stuff: the gushers, oil almost as light as gasoline, natural gas rich with methane.

The triangle gets broader with a greater volume of increasingly poorer reservoirs — less

permeable, in smaller fields, the oil and gas of lower quality. Like a Life in the Middle Ages

Triangle or a Contemporary Novel Triangle, the distribution is straightforward: the crappier it

gets, the more of it you get.The triangle has another feature, though: the crappier it gets, the

more of it you get, the more costly to extract it gets. A century and a half of oil business

experience had confirmed this.By the mid-2000s, we were still living, as we had always lived,

by the iron laws of the Resource Triangle. In the best case, we were supposed to find

tomorrow's oil and gas at the bottom of the triangle, in increasingly hostile and expensive

places. In the worst case, we were supposed to start running out of it altogether, just about

now.For most people outside the oil business, the industry remains the same: oil guys stick

holes in the ground somewhere and oil comes up somehow and then whamo, presto, gasoline

ends up at a BP station, where one distracts oneself from the price by studying real

demonstrations of human ingenuity like the variety of Dr Peppers available today. But the

consumers' unimpressed boredom may be the boom's most conspicuous achievement.Oil and

gas today is plentiful and cheap because there has been a revolution in many of the industry's

basic premises. Laughably tiny incremental adaptations led to a stampede of industrial

creativity. And my first lesson, that easiest lesson involving a triangle, came almost completely

undone.* * *When I was assigned to the oil group at Goldman Sachs in 1995, it was not the

most enviable position in the equity research department. The action was in covering Intel or

Seagate Technology, then dominating the cutting-edge world of disk drives. I suspect I was

assigned to the backwaters because I came to the firm armed with all the stock market savvy a

History degree could provide. My last summer of college had been spent researching British

working-class attitudes toward imperialism, circa 1902, a topic that didn't even excite the

British. Before that, I stocked nails at a hardware store. The senior Goldman Sachs analyst I

worked for, I would later learn, hired me because I reminded him of his "somewhat lost"

son.The oil and gas business that year was at the end of a decade of price stagnation, except

for the brief oil price spike around the first Gulf War. Nothing felt particularly new. The maturity

didn't mean that there weren't new wells in new places, or innovation. After you drill into an oil

or gas reservoir and bring it onto production, it can continue producing for years, sometimes

decades. However, a well's daily produced volume declines every year as the reduction in the

number of molecules in the reservoir (some, after all, are now powering someone's car) causes

a decrease in the pressure expelling the oil or gas. While there is technical controversy over

how much oil and gas production declines each year from the world's existing fields, the

"observed" decline rate is an estimated 4 to 5 percent per year with the actual "natural" decline

rate, if oil companies completely abandoned investing in those fields, at an estimated 8 to 9

percent per year.Field declines force the industry to remain dynamic. To supply the exact same

amount of oil and gas, the industry must constantly develop new fields to make up for the

declining production from old ones. For companies that own drilling rigs and the like, this is the

most wonderful feature in the natural order of the universe. (It's as if you ran a construction

company and your dearest fantasy came true: 4 to 5 percent of the world's buildings

disappeared every January 1, needing to be replaced.) Field declines are supportive of

reasonable oil and gas prices, too: even if there is no growth in demand — and global oil

demand usually grows only 1 to 2 percent per year — prices have to be stable and high

enough for companies to make a profit, or hope that they can make a profit, from new wells.At

all times, the oil and gas industry needs to find new sources of hydrocarbons. In 1995, the



cliché that would dominate the first dozen or so years of my career was already in use: we

were at the end of the era of easy oil and gas. The easiest oil and gas, at the tip of the

Resource Triangle, are the fields in which if you drill a well, the pressure of the earth spouts the

oil into the sky, and 100 years later Daniel Day-Lewis wins an Oscar for being you. There are

massive older fields still producing easy oil and gas today. People are still fighting over Kirkuk

in Iraq, first discovered in 1927. The Ghawar field in Saudi Arabia, the biggest in history, has

been in production since 1951 and still makes 5 million barrels of oil per day — about 5.3

percent of what the world needs.But these tip-of-the-triangle fields have already been found.

The last giant million-barrel-per-day-plus fields discovered were Prudhoe Bay in Alaska in 1968

and Cantarell in Mexico eight years later. While some large fields have been discovered over

the last thirty years (albeit at an increasingly diminishing rate), the industry in which I learned

the business was focused on developing oil and gas fields that weren't easy: ones in

inconvenient locations, collected in smaller pools, trapped in complicated geology, or

containing heavier oil that requires more effort to refine (such as the Canadian oil sands).The

biggest thrills in my early career were the helicopter rides to a Texaco platform in the North

Sea, and to a Brazilian one off the coast of Rio, where I watched, fascinated, the fishing boats

tied companionably to the platform legs. The industry's innovators, big companies like Mobil

and Chevron, were doing the hard stuff: drilling in deeper waters offshore, developing fields in

sketchy kleptocracies, orchestrating "pipeline politics" to get oil and gas to market, or doing

triple-axel flips by developing complicated fields and international pipeline systems from places

like Kazakhstan. Or in Kazakhstan itself, where the giant Kashagan field, for which the first

seismic surveys were conducted in 1993, has still failed to launch. If you think that your twenty-

one-year-old still living in your basement is frustrating, take comfort that at least he didn't cost

$50 billion to raise.Yes, the oil business innovated, but it was almost dutiful. Gone were the

glamorous days of the 1960s and 1970s when the Sauds and Vens took operatorship of their

national oil companies away from companies like Exxon and Shell, nationalizing "our" reserves

and forcing the industry into new areas like Alaska and the North Sea. By 1995, even the two

key recent innovations to help the industry find the harder oil and gas were already becoming

routine: deepwater drilling and three-dimensional seismic surveying that let companies better

map potential reservoirs underground. The oil industry then was like a star quarterback at the

end of his career, still able to get the ball into the end zone but without the acrobatics or pep of

his prime. And maybe the oil industry didn't need to be forever young: in 1995, the oil

consumption growth rate had been only 1.4 percent per year for a decade. In 1998, oil prices

collapsed from oversupply.The ultimate sign of the industry's maturity was that it did what every

industry does when business growth doesn't lead to much profit growth: it caught synergy fever.

Within three years, starting in 1998, major oil companies merged, forming a class of

"supermajors."Was there any excitement in the oil and gas business? Well, Enron was the

rage.* * *Elsewhere, IN 1995, the employees of Mitchell Energy, a midsized Texas natural gas

producer, were getting fed up with the Barnett Shale, a natural gas play outside Fort Worth. (In

the oil industry, a play is a geological zone or concept in a specific area.) They'd been at it for

fourteen years, with little to show for their efforts. The rock in the Barnett would not give up

commercial amounts of gas, no matter what they did. Nick Steinsberger, a thirty-four-year-old

petroleum engineer who joined the company that year, was told, "We might drill for a couple

more years and then give up." Had that surrender happened, company founder George

Mitchell's eventual triumph in the Barnett Shale would not be the Concord and Lexington of the

shale revolution. The near surrenders, though, help burnish Mitchell's legend. The best way to

be seen as a visionary and not a crank is to be successful. But to be a visionary, and not just



an average orthopedist-in-Scarsdale success, requires a decade — and preferably decades —

in which people see you as a crank. And by 1995, George Mitchell was in his fourteenth year of

increasing skepticism of his pursuit of the Barnett.In hindsight, of course (and it is always of

course, with hindsight), Mitchell seemed destined to become the Henry Ford of the shales. He

was the son of hardworking immigrants: his Greek immigrant father had let his own name be

changed to Mike Mitchell under the sensible theory that Savvas Paraskevopoulos is not easy to

say. By fate or by the pedestrian fact that his father's cousin owned a shoeshine stand in

Houston, George Mitchell was born in Texas. After growing up in Galveston, Mitchell studied at

Texas A&M, which produces oilmen and oilwomen with only slightly less fervor than it produces

football obsessives.Mitchell majored in petroleum engineering at A&M, but after many geology

courses seemed to have developed the soul of a geologist. That self-image explains a lot to us

in the business. There are three basic disciplines in the American oil industry: geology,

engineering, and land. (There is a fourth category of oil company workers, the finance and

accounting side, but the rest of the business thinks of us as the Ringo of the enterprise:

technically necessary but hardly central to the band.) We in the business think of land folks,

who go by the name landmen — even, awkwardly, if they are women — as the smooth talkers

of the business. Their job is to convince ranchers or farmers to let a company drill on their land.

Landmen also have the less glamorous task of making sure all the leases and legal titles are in

order. But acknowledging that dull reality deprives the rest of us from thinking of landmen as

hustling, drunk, or likely both.Engineers are the proud realists of the oil business, designing

and managing the drilling and completing of wells, analyzing the volumes and likelihood of

producing reserves in the first place, making sure wells produce as much as they can, and

daily classifying (with precise formulas) every nonengineer in the business as either useless,

totally useless, totally useless and counterproductive, or just insane.The last crack is directed

as often as not at geologists, the industry's dreamers, always with an idea (often a nutty one)

about some massive deposit. Engineers habitually scoff that oil and gas in the ground won't do

much good if you can't produce it, but geologists are right: there is a tremendous amount of oil

and gas in the ground. Modern humans have lived for 200,000 years, a mere 13 seconds to the

day of the 1.3 billion years there has been multicellular life on earth. The plants, animals, and

fungi on earth for the 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 47 seconds before us didn't pack up their

bodies and fly to Mars but died here, often in ancient seas, their living matter sometimes

decomposing into molecules on sea floors. Over tens of millions of years, geological

movements buried these seas — and the plant and marine organism corpses in them. Once

buried, the pressure of the earth from above and the heat of the earth from below cooked the

organic molecules into coal, oil, and natural gas.Layer upon layer of varying rock types underlie

every inch of the earth. People picture those layers like a Rothko painting, in calming horizons.

But underground strata are jumbled, intricate, and faulted with de Kooning–style disorder, from

many causes: volcanoes, the clash of continents, the erosion of gigantic mountain chains.

Geologists describe the resulting "depositional environment" so vividly and excitably, as if they

are describing a thousand-room palace filled with diamond curtains and chocolate furniture,

that the rest of us are forced to remind them that their wonderland is underground rock.The

buried organisms have been cooked into hydrocarbons — molecules with both hydrogen and

carbon in them — at various depths in that depositional environment, given how long and

chaotic the earth's geological history has been. Many of the cooked hydrocarbons have

remained in place, but other molecules have moved upward, in paths of least resistance, to

lower-pressure areas through natural cracks and fissures in the earth. They were pushed up,

effectively, from the heavy weight of the earth — the overburden — above them. You can



reenact this by jumping on a wet sponge. Water even at the bottom of the sponge will shoot up

into the air, which has much lower pressure than the ceiling of the apartment below. If your

downstairs neighbors complain, explain that you're their overburden.The sponge analogy is

helpful in another regard. Oil and gas reservoirs are not buried tanks filled with liquids or gases

that you puncture and drain. Oil and gas molecules are contained within the pore spaces of

rocks. Some rare rocks have large pore spaces, more like a dried sponge. But most types of

underground rocks have such low "porosity" that the pores are invisible to the naked eye —

and sometimes even the average microscope.The other key measure of a rock for petroleum

geologists is permeability: how easy it is for oil and gas molecules to travel through and

between the pores of the rock. If you were an oil molecule and the rock around you were a

hotel, porosity is the size of your room. Permeability, measured in units called darcies (named

after a French engineer, not the emotionally impermeable Mr. Darcy), is how easy it is to move

through the halls and stairwells connecting the rooms and floors. Some rocks, like in the

Ghawar field, have gorgeous carpeted passageways, making the journey to the surface a joy.

Other rocks are like Alcatraz.* * *Bt the Time George Mitchell, in 1981, embarked on the

project that would make him more than an ordinary oilman, his business was already

flourishing. Building on initial finds from his wildcatter days in the 1950s, Mitchell ran an

eponymous publicly traded company, albeit a relatively small one. Mitchell Energy's economic

engine was a collection of gas fields in North Texas that supplied about 10 percent of

Chicago's gas. That wasn't all that kept Mitchell busy. He had ten children. He founded The

Woodlands, a real estate development — now a full-fledged community of over 100,000 people

— twenty-seven miles north of downtown Houston. (ExxonMobil moved many of its workers to

a complex near The Woodlands in 2014. It's as if the Yankees had decided to move their

stadium to a town built by the coach of the Trenton Thunder.)Mitchell's contract to supply gas to

Chicago was a yoked ox, financially powerful but perennially dangerous, as the company was

obligated to supply guaranteed volumes with gas from depleting fields. One of the strategies

his company came up with was drilling in the Barnett Shale. Mitchell didn't discover the Barnett.

For decades, others had drilled through it. Well logging tools, which let them know the

characteristics of various strata underground, had revealed the presence of gas in the

shale.The problem was that the Barnett Shale, located 5,000 to 8,000 feet below the surface in

its most productive areas, was an exceptionally low permeability source rock. Oil and gas is

found at all sorts of depths and geological structures, but it's not made everywhere. It's made in

the kitchen: usually deeply buried source rocks, either black shales or black limestones called

marls, in which temperature and pressure cook the dead organic matter into oil and gas. This

process happens continuously: "self-sourcing" rocks are still cooking oil and gas today. One of

the most astonishing geological lessons of the shale revolution is that there is much more oil

and gas still in place in source rocks than we had ever imagined.As the concentration of oil or

gas builds in source rocks, pressure expands within them and expels some of that oil or gas. If

your room in the rock hotel started producing people, and you found yourself with all ten of

George Mitchell's children on your bed, you would want to find a way to get out.The earth has

escape routes: natural fractures and faults and other permeable conduits. Oil and gas will

gravitate upward as much as it can, pushed by the pressure of the overburden. Sometimes —

"up through the ground come a-bubblin' crude" — it will gravitate all the way to the surface,

allowing a Sumerian to seal his pots or Jed Clampett to move to Beverly Hills. The migration of

a lot of oil and gas, however, is halted by what geologists call traps, impermeable seal rocks

that prevent the molecules from moving any further. Imagine that your overcrowded room drove

you up the floors of the hotel as you sought fresh air on the roof deck. You desperately took



elevators, climbed stairs, made progress — until you found the last available stairwell was

bricked up. You are in a trap.(Continues...)Excerpted from The Green and the Black by Gary

Sernovitz. Copyright © 2016 Gary Sernovitz. Excerpted by permission of St. Martin's Press.All

rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in

writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use

of visitors to this web site. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.Read more
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copyright, please notify the publisher at: .To Molly,Every word is oursINTRODUCTIONI had

never been to Northeast Harbor, Maine, before, but I felt like I was home. The July weather was

obscenely perfect. My lungs and mind had been liberated from a strangling Manhattan summer

by days in the spruce and pine of Acadia National Park. I was there for the wedding of an old

friend. The gathered were people I had known for fifteen years. Or they were people who felt

wonderfully, immediately knowable: they were from the same colleges, from the same opinions,

from everywhere but now living in the same neighborhoods of San Francisco, Washington,

Boston, New York.I hugged the mother of the groom, both of us giddy with the privilege of the

salt air, the absorbing greens, most of all the occasion itself. Eventually—one can hug for only

so long—we had to make small talk. She asked me if I was still writing. I am expert at handling

that awkwardness. I mumbled something nonsensical and sort of untrue: “Always.” It had been

nine years since my second novel had been published.Then she asked me if I was still working

in investments and oil and whatnot.That was easier to answer, I thought. “Yes.”“Well,” she said,

“I hope you don’t frack.”I would not bring clouds into Northeast Harbor, into that celebration of

love. I smiled too widely and asked too loudly, “But tell me, Jean, how are you?”* * *I WORK

IN THE OIL INDUSTRY. I live in New York. For many years, without much problem, I kept those

worlds separate, body and mind. But in 2010, the hydraulic fracturing—fracking—of gas wells

infiltrated that hypothalamus of the metropolitan brain: it appeared on HBO. And ten months

after the anti-fracking documentary Gasland debuted, a New York Times investigative reporting

series attacked shale gas development, impact by impact. At the same time, inside the oil and

gas business, we were beginning to understand that the advances in fracking and horizontal

drilling techniques were swelling into something more than just ways to extract oil and gas from

disconnected plays in Texas or North Dakota. The technological improvements, the volume of

drilling, and the well-to-well leaps in productivity were aggregating into a gusher of American

oil and gas production and an unforeseen energy renaissance. Looking back, the more

stunning absurdity of the mother of the groom’s question was not that amid the canapés we

were discussing seventy-year-old, once obscure oil and gas well stimulation techniques. It was

that the question in 2011 was only about the local impact of fracking. For as we talked,

unknown to us both, fracking and related technologies had already begun to reshape the

economy, environment, energy, and balance of power of the world.Now the questions on the

shale revolution—and all of its effects—from friends, family, investors, and strangers are

constant. I am often their most proximate oilman. Doesn’t fracking cause taps to light on fire?

Doesn’t it cause earthquakes? Isn’t the boom just about gas? Isn’t the boom hype? Hasn’t the

boom busted? Isn’t it increasing carbon emissions? Isn’t it decreasing carbon emissions?

Aren’t we now energy independent? Isn’t Russia toast?The people grilling me sense that

fracking is important. But the shale revolution has erupted so quickly and has changed so

continuously that the questions often seem to refer to issues inhabiting different timescales.

Some are about problems, like Gasland’s lit faucets, that have been addressed, or were never

exactly problems to begin with. The answers to other questions, such as the shales’ long-term



impact on commodity prices or greenhouse gas emissions, demand forecasts that we’ve only

started to develop.The questions also tend to be narrow. They focus on fracking’s threat to

water wells, or gas prices’ influence on America’s competitiveness, or the value of oil company

bonds. But people rarely seem to wonder how all the questions interact. To me—at bottom, this

is the reason for this book—the understanding of the shale revolution, one of the most

unexpected and consequential changes of the last decade, resembles the classic blind men

and the elephant problem. In the Indian fable, each blind man touches only part of an elephant

and extrapolates from the part he feels what the whole elephant must be: a snake, a fan, a

wall, the trunk of a tree.When the U.S. oil industry was just beginning to adapt long-standing

horizontal drilling and fracking techniques to unlock previously inaccessible reservoirs of gas

and then oil, Americans couldn’t have been expected to see the whole elephant. Seeing it was

hard enough for us who worked in the energy sector. But too much has changed, the effects

are too pervasive, and the elephant has stormed into the room. For the first time in forty years,

we now live in a country of abundant—maybe too abundant—oil and gas. As a result,

executives are trying to anticipate whether cheaper American energy will persist when deciding

whether to build a factory in Shenzhen or South Carolina. College trustees are weighing the

morality of investing in fossil fuels, and their investment offices are fretting over how to do so in

an upended world. Commuters are anxiously hoping that the lower gasoline prices that came

for Christmas 2014 will last forever. Communities are debating whether fracking is a danger to

their groundwater or a savior to their hometowns. And policymakers outside the United States

are contemplating their own national direction: to run away from or copy, if they can, the

American boom.Seeing the whole elephant doesn’t make any of those decisions simple. The

future is not linear; cause bumps into effect and knocks into cause. The boom puts values—

about neighborliness, property rights, sacrifice, our responsibility to the planet’s inhabitants

today and to generations to come—to the test and in conflict. But too many people, I’ve found,

are trying to answer the thorny questions sprouting from the boom with limited information.

They hear only from people whose livelihoods depend on advocating or opposing the shale

revolution. They hear only from the green or the black, environmentalists or the oil industry,

lining up on the usual sides.* * *I WAS NOT BORN the son of a wildcatter in the West Texas

scrub. For twenty-two years, I couldn’t tell you what a wildcatter was or what Texas was like,

save my unshakable knowledge that everyone there still wore cowboy hats. Maybe I also knew

it was hot. In college I studied European history and was gripped by a dream of an academic

career, until a summer of silence in the British Library previewed a lifetime of the same. In my

first job out of college, at Goldman Sachs, I was assigned to the oil industry team in the equity

research department because, well, that’s where an opening was. Three years later, I

announced that I was completely and irreversibly done with Wall Street and quit to write novels.

For six years I lived in the East Village, stretched a jar of pasta sauce over as many noodles as

it could go, and tried to will myself to be F. Scott Fitzgerald. Two novels were published. I was

not declared the new Fitzgerald. And then, fettuccine money dwindling, I found out that I was

apparently neither completely nor irreversibly done with Wall Street. Since 2004, I have worked

at an oil-and-gas-industry-focused private equity firm, for much of that time as a managing

director. We invest in small oil and gas producing and oilfield service companies. We also

directly buy, operate—and, yes, frack—oil and gas fields.(Oil, to make it clear, is crude oil. This

is what comes from the ground and is converted in refineries to gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, and

the rest. Gas is natural gas, the methane mainly that also comes from underground reservoirs

and is delivered as a fuel to your stovetop and, in many cases, your local power plant. When

people refer to the oil industry, they almost always mean the oil and gas industry. To occasion



more confusion, gas is also a nickname for gasoline. When I refer to gas, though, it is to natural

gas.)When I started in the oil business, few Americans outside of it paid much attention. People

recognized that oil companies existed, and few of those companies were ever popular. But the

oil industry operated in the flyover beer belly of America, in the background of cosmopolitan

consciousness. Climate change concerns, two years before the Kyoto Protocol, were still at

their dawn. Also, the oil industry was dull: in 1995, companies like Exxon and Shell were old-

line corporations like Chrysler or U.S. Steel, glamorous only to Rich Uncle Pennybags, the

Monopoly man.Then, around a decade ago, the oil and gas business emerged from hiding in

plain sight. Advanced fracking and related tools launched a boom in U.S. shale reservoirs, of all

places. We knew that America could conquer the world with iPhones and LeBron and

#hashtag, but could that hillbilly-meets-Bond-villain industry really be a story of America, once

again, on top?It has been. Small technological tweaks, entrepreneurial orneriness, and—

always a key ingredient—the right amount of desperation launched a revolution that allowed

small oil and gas companies to extract hydrocarbons from shale rock and other low

permeability, or “tight,” reservoirs. Revolution is not too ambitious a word. In 2007, the country

was rushing to build liquefied natural gas—LNG—import terminals before a cold, murderous

winter arrived when we couldn’t heat our homes. Energy experts debated what exactly our oil-

constrained future would look like: a peaked-oil, Mad Max apocalypse as we battled each other

and Tina Turner for the last drop of crude, or “just” a milder scenario, with the economy brought

down by shortages and skyrocketing prices, 1970s-style, but without the benefits of sideburns

or disco.The trend lines have now turned sharp corners. From 2007 to 2014, U.S. shale gas

production increased tenfold,1 and the United States is now building LNG terminals to export

gas. For two decades, until 2005, onshore oil production in the Lower 48 states declined every

single year, falling by half. Since 2007, it has risen 123 percent. It’s 1980 again.2 Not only is the

United States now the largest producer of oil and gas in the world, supplying 13 percent of the

world’s oil and 21 percent of its gas, fracked onshore U.S. wells have met effectively all of the

world’s incremental demand for oil over the last several years.3 Indeed, in the past five years,

the new, fracked supply of U.S. oil and gas has swamped demand, crashing natural gas prices

in 2009 and leaving the industry speechless in 2014 with an almost 60 percent decline in oil

prices in four breakneck months. Even stranger, this U.S. shale renaissance has happened in

left-for-dead places like West Texas (oil country, for sure, but granddad’s black-and-white oil

country) and in places I had forgotten ever had oil or gas. North Dakota now has double the oil

production per capita of Kuwait. Eight years ago, it produced less oil than Italy.4And suddenly,

the separate gardens I inhabited were growing together, vines leaping over walls. My Houston

friends, who have long needled me as a Democrat-donating, yoga-practicing, skinny-pants-

wearing New York City cliché—practically Obama himself in bald, less impressive form—would

ask me to defend what “my” New York Times was saying about fracking now. And when I would

have dinner with friends in New York, I would be eager to talk about books, politics, romantic

intrigues of declining volume and spice as we entered our forties—really anything but my work.

And my friends wanted to talk about fracking, even if they weren’t totally sure what fracking

was.You don’t do that, they would ask again and again, leaning back, like a child not sure she

really wants to know what daddy did with Lady Hopalot, her sick pet bunny.Yep, I would answer.

We frack. You can’t be in the business and not.* * *SURGING AMERICAN OIL AND GAS

volumes and lower oil and gas prices are turning many elements of America and the world

upside down. The fear of future price spikes has evaporated like the fear of smallpox,

scrambling America’s foreign policy toward antagonists like Iran and often antagonistic allies

like Saudi Arabia. The shale revolution cut by 53 percent—$221 billion less—America’s annual



net bill for importing oil, gas, and petroleum products.5 And it is having multiplier effects. With

prices of its feedstock cheaper, the chemical industry has invested $138 billion “and counting”

in new U.S. projects,6 perhaps stoking an American manufacturing revival. While the upstream

and midstream oil and gas industry accounted for only 0.35 percent of the American workforce

at the start of 2004, it created 6.4 percent of new jobs over the next ten years—over 400,000 in

total, when good jobs were hard to find.7Miraculously, the United States achieved these

benefits without directly aggravating climate change. The opposite was true: cheap natural gas

displaced 200 million tons of coal consumed by Americans each year, all of it twice as polluting

as gas.8 From 2007 to 2012, largely thanks to natural gas, U.S. annual carbon dioxide

emissions fell by a world-leading 725 million metric tons, equivalent to the total emissions from

Germany.9But the environmental implications of the U.S. shale revolution are not wholly good.

Methane might or might not be an issue, as I discuss later. On the local level, the boom isn’t an

invisible economic phenomenon, like cloud computing. Drilling and fracking are loud, messy

activities that bring pollution and disruption to communities. Capturing the boom’s benefits

while sometimes sacrificing the land and quiet of those communities might be the right thing to

do for the country. It is not, however, fair.More alarming, oil, gas, and coal still account for 86

percent of the primary energy consumed in the world.10 We used to think we would reduce our

emissions from fossil fuels because we would have no choice: demand would soon exceed our

capacity to produce the fuels, especially oil, at reasonable prices. Alternative energies or

radically transformed fuel efficiency would be necessary. But with oil and gas cheaper and

more abundant after the shale revolution, we are now more likely to continue to consume fossil

fuels. Americans are now buying fewer fuel efficient cars and trucks.11 And while U.S. carbon

emissions are down, global emissions in 2013 were 31 percent higher than a decade before.12

And the world continues to get hotter by the year.* * *“OF COURSE SOCIAL OR POLITICAL

collisions will take place,” the philosopher Isaiah Berlin argued, “the mere conflict of positive

values alone makes this unavoidable. Yet they can, I believe, be minimized by promoting and

preserving an uneasy equilibrium, which is constantly threatened and in constant need of

repair.”13 When people downplay the potential or perils of the American oil and gas

renaissance to our collective future, when they try to promote a too easy equilibrium, I get

frustrated and yappy.The boom is the Internet of oil, a spark from and to existing technologies

that led to an industrial change of such magnitude and speed that we have woken up, after a

short nap, in a once impossible world. Yet public understanding of the changes brought by the

shale revolution has severely—dangerously, I believe—lagged behind understanding the

Internet. This has cleared the way for hype, scaremongering, bad policy—real rips in the

equilibrium that need repairing. It has prevented us from seeing the positive values in collision

or candidly discussing the urgent moral, technical, and environmental challenges before us.

Because of that partial understanding, we risk losing some of the benefits of America’s energy

revolution. Fracking has been banned in the state where I live, by the governor I voted for. It

has been outlawed in other cities, too. The Internet of oil won’t be unplugged, but it will have

outages.This book ends with an uneasy but precise equilibrium. Along the way, it presents the

whole story and the essential facts. I spend my days and too many nights discussing oil and

gas with my colleagues, oil company executives, and (most central to my paycheck)

institutional investors who look to us to invest their capital and help them understand what the

shale revolution means to them, as fiduciaries and citizens. Those conversations, the crucible

of this book, have convinced me that explaining the shale revolution should rest on two near

paradoxical premises. First, I believe that each of five primary perspectives on the boom—

industrial, local, financial, global, and national—must inform the others. Second, I believe that



each perspective must be isolated to be studied up close, to understand it in full and not to

retreat from its practical and ethical challenges. Each section of this book thus takes on a

different point of view: the industrial perspective of how the old iron laws of the oil and gas

business were broken; the local perspective of what drilling and fracking mean to the

communities where it is happening; the financial perspective of how individuals and companies

made money, by disruption and luck; the global perspective, of how the shale revolution is

helping and hindering the fight against climate change; and the national perspective of how the

revolution could be altering America’s economy and relationships in the world.* * *SO

WHERE DO I STAND? Upton Sinclair wrote, eighty years ago: “It is difficult to get a man to

understand something, when his salary depends on his not understanding it.”14 But what is

difficult is not impossible, and everything challenging gets better with practice. My practice

consists of two decades of defending my views in New York on Monday and Houston on

Tuesday, and trying to listen closely, open-mindedly to what all the sides say. I have come to

understand, as salary-dependent as I am, the objections to fracking and the shale revolution.

Oil and gas drilling is loud, dirty, and complicated. Its accidents have real victims. Not all

companies will follow all the necessary regulations. And the shale revolution, by enabling a

period of ample oil and gas, is causing the world to double down on fossil fuels. There is good

evidence that this is a fatal mistake.Yet when I see a billboard like the one put up by Yoko Ono

and Sean Lennon asking New York City drivers to “Imagine there’s no fracking,”15 I cringe.

That’s because I imagine it. If the U.S. shale revolution hadn’t happened, oil and gas prices

would probably be triple what they are today, the United States might, like Europe, still be

feebly climbing out of the global recession, our trade balance would be weaker, the dollar in the

pits, American coal consumption and carbon emissions would be increasing, the Canadian oil

sands would be the dominant source of new North American oil, poor people throughout the

world would have less access to energy, the power of Putin and Middle Eastern monarchies

would be dangerously magnified, and thriving Iran would be in a much better position to laugh

off attempts to limit its quest for nuclear bombs.The shale revolution is a testament to American

engineering, rowdiness, and cocky refusal to give up. It came so suddenly, from such small

adaptations to how the oil business was usually done, and from such seemingly unnatural

places—rural Pennsylvania and North Dakota rather than Silicon Valley—that it is hard to

measure how fundamentally it has already reshaped our prospects.The shale revolution also

urgently poses a hard question: is there any way to retain all of its world-changing, world-

improving benefits without any of its global or local costs? I wish there were a simple answer.

When the planet is at stake, answers never seem to be unambiguous enough. This book’s

mission is to explain the shale revolution, and its ambiguities, to allow us to make the best

available decisions, ones beyond and more precise than either-or. To do so, we must start first

with a total understanding, to know the green and the black, all the realities and possibilities of

this once unimaginable shift. This is a book about where we have shockingly, excitingly,

frighteningly found ourselves. Where we go from here, well, that’s up to us.Part ITHE

INDUSTRIAL PERSPECTIVE1. ROBBING THE MINTI may not have learned about the

Resource Triangle on my first day in the oil business in 1995, but it couldn’t have been long

after. The world, I was taught before I was taught much else, operates according to clear rules:

the distribution of oil and natural gas follows a triangle shape. On the top is the good stuff: the

gushers, oil almost as light as gasoline, natural gas rich with methane. The triangle gets

broader with a greater volume of increasingly poorer reservoirs—less permeable, in smaller

fields, the oil and gas of lower quality. Like a Life in the Middle Ages Triangle or a

Contemporary Novel Triangle, the distribution is straightforward: the crappier it gets, the more



of it you get.The triangle has another feature, though: the crappier it gets, the more of it you

get, the more costly to extract it gets. A century and a half of oil business experience had

confirmed this.By the mid-2000s, we were still living, as we had always lived, by the iron laws

of the Resource Triangle. In the best case, we were supposed to find tomorrow’s oil and gas at

the bottom of the triangle, in increasingly hostile and expensive places. In the worst case, we

were supposed to start running out of it altogether, just about now.For most people outside the

oil business, the industry remains the same: oil guys stick holes in the ground somewhere and

oil comes up somehow and then whamo, presto, gasoline ends up at a BP station, where one

distracts oneself from the price by studying real demonstrations of human ingenuity like the

variety of Dr Peppers available today. But the consumers’ unimpressed boredom may be the

boom’s most conspicuous achievement.Oil and gas today is plentiful and cheap because there

has been a revolution in many of the industry’s basic premises. Laughably tiny incremental

adaptations led to a stampede of industrial creativity. And my first lesson, that easiest lesson

involving a triangle, came almost completely undone.* * *WHEN I WAS ASSIGNED to the oil

group at Goldman Sachs in 1995, it was not the most enviable position in the equity research

department. The action was in covering Intel or Seagate Technology, then dominating the

cutting-edge world of disk drives. I suspect I was assigned to the backwaters because I came

to the firm armed with all the stock market savvy a History degree could provide. My last

summer of college had been spent researching British working-class attitudes toward

imperialism, circa 1902, a topic that didn’t even excite the British. Before that, I stocked nails at

a hardware store. The senior Goldman Sachs analyst I worked for, I would later learn, hired me

because I reminded him of his “somewhat lost” son.The oil and gas business that year was at

the end of a decade of price stagnation, except for the brief oil price spike around the first Gulf

War. Nothing felt particularly new. The maturity didn’t mean that there weren’t new wells in new

places, or innovation. After you drill into an oil or gas reservoir and bring it onto production, it

can continue producing for years, sometimes decades. However, a well’s daily produced

volume declines every year as the reduction in the number of molecules in the reservoir (some,

after all, are now powering someone’s car) causes a decrease in the pressure expelling the oil

or gas. While there is technical controversy over how much oil and gas production declines

each year from the world’s existing fields, the “observed” decline rate is an estimated 4 to 5

percent per year with the actual “natural” decline rate, if oil companies completely abandoned

investing in those fields, at an estimated 8 to 9 percent per year.1Field declines force the

industry to remain dynamic. To supply the exact same amount of oil and gas, the industry must

constantly develop new fields to make up for the declining production from old ones. For

companies that own drilling rigs and the like, this is the most wonderful feature in the natural

order of the universe. (It’s as if you ran a construction company and your dearest fantasy came

true: 4 to 5 percent of the world’s buildings disappeared every January 1, needing to be

replaced.) Field declines are supportive of reasonable oil and gas prices, too: even if there is

no growth in demand—and global oil demand usually grows only 1 to 2 percent per year2—

prices have to be stable and high enough for companies to make a profit, or hope that they can

make a profit, from new wells.At all times, the oil and gas industry needs to find new sources of

hydrocarbons. In 1995, the cliché that would dominate the first dozen or so years of my career

was already in use: we were at the end of the era of easy oil and gas. The easiest oil and gas,

at the tip of the Resource Triangle, are the fields in which if you drill a well, the pressure of the

earth spouts the oil into the sky, and 100 years later Daniel Day-Lewis wins an Oscar for being

you. There are massive older fields still producing easy oil and gas today. People are still

fighting over Kirkuk in Iraq, first discovered in 1927. The Ghawar field in Saudi Arabia, the



biggest in history, has been in production since 1951 and still makes 5 million barrels of oil per

day3—about 5.3 percent of what the world needs.4But these tip-of-the-triangle fields have

already been found. The last giant million-barrel-per-day-plus fields discovered were Prudhoe

Bay in Alaska in 1968 and Cantarell in Mexico eight years later.5 While some large fields have

been discovered over the last thirty years (albeit at an increasingly diminishing rate), the

industry in which I learned the business was focused on developing oil and gas fields that

weren’t easy: ones in inconvenient locations, collected in smaller pools, trapped in complicated

geology, or containing heavier oil that requires more effort to refine (such as the Canadian oil

sands).The biggest thrills in my early career were the helicopter rides to a Texaco platform in

the North Sea, and to a Brazilian one off the coast of Rio, where I watched, fascinated, the

fishing boats tied companionably to the platform legs. The industry’s innovators, big companies

like Mobil and Chevron, were doing the hard stuff: drilling in deeper waters offshore, developing

fields in sketchy kleptocracies, orchestrating “pipeline politics” to get oil and gas to market, or

doing triple-axel flips by developing complicated fields and international pipeline systems from

places like Kazakhstan. Or in Kazakhstan itself, where the giant Kashagan field, for which the

first seismic surveys were conducted in 1993, has still failed to launch.6 If you think that your

twenty-one-year-old still living in your basement is frustrating, take comfort that at least he

didn’t cost $50 billion to raise.Yes, the oil business innovated, but it was almost dutiful. Gone

were the glamorous days of the 1960s and 1970s when the Sauds and Vens took operatorship

of their national oil companies away from companies like Exxon and Shell, nationalizing “our”

reserves and forcing the industry into new areas like Alaska and the North Sea. By 1995, even

the two key recent innovations to help the industry find the harder oil and gas were already

becoming routine: deepwater drilling and three-dimensional seismic surveying that let

companies better map potential reservoirs underground. The oil industry then was like a star

quarterback at the end of his career, still able to get the ball into the end zone but without the

acrobatics or pep of his prime. And maybe the oil industry didn’t need to be forever young: in

1995, the oil consumption growth rate had been only 1.4 percent per year for a decade.7 In

1998, oil prices collapsed from oversupply.The ultimate sign of the industry’s maturity was that

it did what every industry does when business growth doesn’t lead to much profit growth: it

caught synergy fever. Within three years, starting in 1998, major oil companies merged,

forming a class of “supermajors.”Was there any excitement in the oil and gas business? Well,

Enron was the rage.* * *ELSEWHERE, IN 1995, the employees of Mitchell Energy, a

midsized Texas natural gas producer, were getting fed up with the Barnett Shale, a natural gas

play outside Fort Worth. (In the oil industry, a play is a geological zone or concept in a specific

area.) They’d been at it for fourteen years, with little to show for their efforts. The rock in the

Barnett would not give up commercial amounts of gas, no matter what they did. Nick

Steinsberger, a thirty-four-year-old petroleum engineer who joined the company that year, was

told, “We might drill for a couple more years and then give up.”8 Had that surrender happened,

company founder George Mitchell’s eventual triumph in the Barnett Shale would not be the

Concord and Lexington of the shale revolution. The near surrenders, though, help burnish

Mitchell’s legend. The best way to be seen as a visionary and not a crank is to be successful.

But to be a visionary, and not just an average orthopedist-in-Scarsdale success, requires a

decade—and preferably decades—in which people see you as a crank. And by 1995, George

Mitchell was in his fourteenth year of increasing skepticism of his pursuit of the Barnett.9In

hindsight, of course (and it is always of course, with hindsight), Mitchell seemed destined to

become the Henry Ford of the shales. He was the son of hardworking immigrants: his Greek

immigrant father had let his own name be changed to Mike Mitchell under the sensible theory



that Savvas Paraskevopoulos is not easy to say.10 By fate or by the pedestrian fact that his

father’s cousin owned a shoeshine stand in Houston, George Mitchell was born in Texas. After

growing up in Galveston, Mitchell studied at Texas A&M, which produces oilmen and oilwomen

with only slightly less fervor than it produces football obsessives.Mitchell majored in petroleum

engineering at A&M, but after many geology courses seemed to have developed the soul of a

geologist. That self-image explains a lot to us in the business. There are three basic disciplines

in the American oil industry: geology, engineering, and land. (There is a fourth category of oil

company workers, the finance and accounting side, but the rest of the business thinks of us as

the Ringo of the enterprise: technically necessary but hardly central to the band.) We in the

business think of land folks, who go by the name landmen—even, awkwardly, if they are women

—as the smooth talkers of the business. Their job is to convince ranchers or farmers to let a

company drill on their land. Landmen also have the less glamorous task of making sure all the

leases and legal titles are in order. But acknowledging that dull reality deprives the rest of us

from thinking of landmen as hustling, drunk, or likely both.Engineers are the proud realists of

the oil business, designing and managing the drilling and completing of wells, analyzing the

volumes and likelihood of producing reserves in the first place, making sure wells produce as

much as they can, and daily classifying (with precise formulas) every nonengineer in the

business as either useless, totally useless, totally useless and counterproductive, or just

insane.The last crack is directed as often as not at geologists, the industry’s dreamers, always

with an idea (often a nutty one) about some massive deposit. Engineers habitually scoff that oil

and gas in the ground won’t do much good if you can’t produce it, but geologists are right:

there is a tremendous amount of oil and gas in the ground. Modern humans have lived for

200,000 years, a mere 13 seconds to the day of the 1.3 billion years there has been

multicellular life on earth. The plants, animals, and fungi on earth for the 23 hours, 59 minutes,

and 47 seconds before us didn’t pack up their bodies and fly to Mars but died here, often in

ancient seas, their living matter sometimes decomposing into molecules on sea floors. Over

tens of millions of years, geological movements buried these seas—and the plant and marine

organism corpses in them. Once buried, the pressure of the earth from above and the heat of

the earth from below cooked the organic molecules into coal, oil, and natural gas.Layer upon

layer of varying rock types underlie every inch of the earth. People picture those layers like a

Rothko painting, in calming horizons. But underground strata are jumbled, intricate, and faulted

with de Kooning–style disorder, from many causes: volcanoes, the clash of continents, the

erosion of gigantic mountain chains. Geologists describe the resulting “depositional

environment” so vividly and excitably, as if they are describing a thousand-room palace filled

with diamond curtains and chocolate furniture, that the rest of us are forced to remind them

that their wonderland is underground rock.The buried organisms have been cooked into

hydrocarbons—molecules with both hydrogen and carbon in them—at various depths in that

depositional environment, given how long and chaotic the earth’s geological history has been.

Many of the cooked hydrocarbons have remained in place, but other molecules have moved

upward, in paths of least resistance, to lower-pressure areas through natural cracks and

fissures in the earth. They were pushed up, effectively, from the heavy weight of the earth—the

overburden—above them. You can reenact this by jumping on a wet sponge. Water even at the

bottom of the sponge will shoot up into the air, which has much lower pressure than the ceiling

of the apartment below. If your downstairs neighbors complain, explain that you’re their

overburden.The sponge analogy is helpful in another regard. Oil and gas reservoirs are not

buried tanks filled with liquids or gases that you puncture and drain. Oil and gas molecules are

contained within the pore spaces of rocks. Some rare rocks have large pore spaces, more like



a dried sponge. But most types of underground rocks have such low “porosity” that the pores

are invisible to the naked eye—and sometimes even the average microscope.The other key

measure of a rock for petroleum geologists is permeability: how easy it is for oil and gas

molecules to travel through and between the pores of the rock. If you were an oil molecule and

the rock around you were a hotel, porosity is the size of your room. Permeability, measured in

units called darcies (named after a French engineer, not the emotionally impermeable Mr.

Darcy), is how easy it is to move through the halls and stairwells connecting the rooms and

floors. Some rocks, like in the Ghawar field, have gorgeous carpeted passageways, making the

journey to the surface a joy. Other rocks are like Alcatraz.* * *BY THE TIME GEORGE

MITCHELL, in 1981, embarked on the project that would make him more than an ordinary

oilman, his business was already flourishing. Building on initial finds from his wildcatter days in

the 1950s, Mitchell ran an eponymous publicly traded company, albeit a relatively small one.

Mitchell Energy’s economic engine was a collection of gas fields in North Texas that supplied

about 10 percent of Chicago’s gas.11 That wasn’t all that kept Mitchell busy. He had ten

children. He founded The Woodlands, a real estate development—now a full-fledged

community of over 100,000 people—twenty-seven miles north of downtown Houston.

(ExxonMobil moved many of its workers to a complex near The Woodlands in 2014. It’s as if

the Yankees had decided to move their stadium to a town built by the coach of the Trenton

Thunder.)Mitchell’s contract to supply gas to Chicago was a yoked ox, financially powerful but

perennially dangerous, as the company was obligated to supply guaranteed volumes with gas

from depleting fields. One of the strategies his company came up with was drilling in the

Barnett Shale. Mitchell didn’t discover the Barnett. For decades, others had drilled through it.

Well logging tools, which let them know the characteristics of various strata underground, had

revealed the presence of gas in the shale.The problem was that the Barnett Shale, located

5,000 to 8,000 feet below the surface in its most productive areas, was an exceptionally low

permeability source rock. Oil and gas is found at all sorts of depths and geological structures,

but it’s not made everywhere. It’s made in the kitchen: usually deeply buried source rocks,

either black shales or black limestones called marls, in which temperature and pressure cook

the dead organic matter into oil and gas. This process happens continuously: “self-sourcing”

rocks are still cooking oil and gas today. One of the most astonishing geological lessons of the

shale revolution is that there is much more oil and gas still in place in source rocks than we had

ever imagined.As the concentration of oil or gas builds in source rocks, pressure expands

within them and expels some of that oil or gas. If your room in the rock hotel started producing

people, and you found yourself with all ten of George Mitchell’s children on your bed, you

would want to find a way to get out.The earth has escape routes: natural fractures and faults

and other permeable conduits. Oil and gas will gravitate upward as much as it can, pushed by

the pressure of the overburden. Sometimes—“up through the ground come a-bubblin’ crude”—

it will gravitate all the way to the surface, allowing a Sumerian to seal his pots or Jed Clampett

to move to Beverly Hills. The migration of a lot of oil and gas, however, is halted by what

geologists call traps, impermeable seal rocks that prevent the molecules from moving any

further. Imagine that your overcrowded room drove you up the floors of the hotel as you sought

fresh air on the roof deck. You desperately took elevators, climbed stairs, made progress—until

you found the last available stairwell was bricked up. You are in a trap.The whole history of the

oil business, the history I was taught, was about the production of oil and gas from

conventional trapped reservoirs: oil and gas pressured upward from the source rock into buried

reefs, shoals, channels, and bar sands. Every oil and gas reservoir has to have a source rock

somewhere, just as every baby has parents. The industry’s conventional wisdom was that it



was pointless to drill into the source rock because it was either too deep (and too expensive) to

drill or the porosity and permeability were absurdly low. If you wanted oil or gas from source

rock, geologists would joke, all you had to do—all you could do—was wait. It would eventually

migrate up in a few hundred thousand years.And yet drilling into source rock was what Mitchell

and his employees were trying to do. It wasn’t completely delusional. There was, in theory, a lot

of gas in the Barnett. And the oil business, since the beginning, has found ways to stimulate oil

and gas in tight, low permeability rocks that won’t flow naturally to a wellbore. There are

discrete stages in getting oil and gas from the ground, as I detail in Chapter 5. Stimulation

activities, including fracking, are part of the completion stage that occurs after drilling. They

create escape routes for hydrocarbon molecules, making artificial fractures and channels in a

reservoir by which the hotel guests can get to the roof deck and sip champagne under the

stars.The guiding principle in the history of well stimulation has been an all-American theory of

why-the-hell-not. In 1866, only seven years after the modern oil industry began, Civil War

veterans dropped dynamite torpedoes down wells to fracture reservoirs.12 Over the next

century, in lockstep with the ever increasing sophistication of humans to kill other humans,

stimulation techniques evolved to include acid, nitroglycerin, napalm, and—in a few 1950s

experiments that were more Dr. Strangelove than Tom and Jerry—nuclear bombs.13 In the

1940s, companies started using water, pumped at high pressure, to break up the rock and

create fractures. What became known as hydraulic fracturing was much safer and more

effective than dynamite.The road from the first frack jobs in the 1940s to the Kitty Hawk of the

shale revolution, a Mitchell Energy well in North Texas called the S. H. Griffin #4, is a long and

—for frack junkies, at least—interesting one. Mitchell himself had fracked in shallower zones

above the Barnett Shale as early as the 1950s.14 The second part of this book dives into the

environmental controversies over fracking and what fracking actually is. But in the industrial

history of the shale revolution, there are two important things to note. First, shale gas drilling

was not some new invention, like Pringles, in which some tidy fellow at Procter & Gamble came

upon the idea to reshape potato chips to fit into a tube—and the world was never the same. It

was more like the iPhone, in which a lot of strands of existing and newer technologies came

together. (Recent studies of creativity highlight the depressing finding that big breakthroughs,

upon closer inspection, are almost always smaller and less breakthroughy than first thought.)

Mitchell Energy started its search for ways to stimulate the Barnett Shale in 1981. For the next

seventeen years, as engineers at the company experimented with different reservoir

stimulation techniques, so did hundreds of other companies in hundreds of other oil and gas

fields. The U.S. federal government, too, sponsored basic research and field experiments to

extract gas from “unconventional” reservoirs like shales.The second thing to know about

Mitchell’s advance is that the successes and failures over those seventeen years were not all

binary outcomes; there was no fifty-game losing streak that ended with a stomping victory. In

fields with traps sealing in the reservoir, results are often a win or a loss: you have either a

producer or a duster—a dry hole. There are, however, other oil and gas reservoirs in which the

outcomes are more subtle. The questions are not whether there are hydrocarbons or not, but

how much, and can you produce enough of them to make money. In an ongoing source rock

like the Barnett Shale, there is no doubt that there is gas underground. But as a friend likes to

remind others in our business, what we do is no different than making widgets. It’s all about the

margin: a well that costs $5 million to drill and recovers only $1 million worth of gas is just as

bad as a duster. The S. H. Griffin #4 well was not the first well ever to produce gas from the

Barnett Shale. It was the first widget to make money.Mitchell’s engineers and geologists

experimented in the Barnett the same way people in the oil business are still experimenting



with shale reservoirs: well by well. In fracking, there are two essential components: fluid that

hydraulically cracks the rock and sand or ceramic particles—proppants (pronounced “PROP-

intz” not “prop pants,” as if they were stunt trousers)—that keep the new fractures propped

open. Without proppants, the overburden of the earth, pushing down, would reclose the fracks.

Shale deposits in different areas, even ones close by, react sometimes unpredictably to

different types of frack fluid and different sizes and strengths of proppants. You have to try stuff

to see what works. Nick Steinsberger suggested a series of new ways to frack—called

“completion designs” in the business—because they were cheaper and, well, nothing else had

succeeded. Operators in Kansas had been using “slickwater” fracks for decades. A buddy of

Steinsberger explained that he was using them for another type of rock in another part of

Texas.15 Steinsberger’s adaptation of those frack techniques to the Barnett was somewhere

between a Hail Mary and a hunch.16Steinsberger’s first attempt, Askey B-4, suffered a

mechanical failure. But when the second attempt, the S. H. Griffin #4 well, produced 1.5 million

cubic feet of gas per day, the Mitchell team finally had a profitable well. There was only a slight

exhale inside the company. As a geologist who worked at Mitchell at the time told me, “It was

not until we had fifteen-plus rigs in the field drilling the Barnett Shale coupled with the increase

in production that everyone finally believed it was the real thing.”17The profitability of the S. H.

Griffin #4 was, to some extent, due to the increased probability of success at anything after a

larger number of attempts. Yet what really allowed the S. H. Griffin #4 to come to be was that

Steinsberger worked for a company led by a stubborn optimist with plenty of money and a

corporate structure that permitted him to do whatever the hell he wanted to. Mitchell Energy,

which was never an energy giant, spent $250 million on the Barnett Shale over seventeen

years with very little to show for it. Any sane company would have shut down trying in the fifth

year. And if it was engineers like Steinsberger to the rescue—and engineers smile that they are

always to the rescue—with a fracking technique that finally worked, that technique was

comprised of proppant, water, and a creative, entrepreneurially relentless American business

culture that celebrated audacity.Whatever the cause, finally being able to commercially produce

hydrocarbons from source rock was a signal event in the history of the oil business. Slick Willie

Sutton robbed banks because that’s where the money is. But this was no longer robbing banks.

It was robbing the mint.2. PEAKERS, BUNKERS, IMPORTS, AND YURTSAnd the global

industry yawned.In 1998, the year of the S. H. Griffin #4, the year I coincidentally quit Goldman

Sachs, I was completely unaware of the well. Frankly, it wouldn’t have mattered had I known

about it: my future was in fiction, not fracking. But after six years of two published novels and

trying (and failing) to impress people with my command of the lesser works of John Updike, I

started working in 2004 at an oil-and-gas-focused private equity firm founded by two friends

from Goldman Sachs. I still work there, where my primary job is to convince institutional

investors to entrust us with some of their money to make new investments in small companies

or to buy mature oil and gas properties. While my wife’s description to strangers of what I do

—“he writes funny e-mails all day”—may omit a task or two of my role as a titan of energy

finance, my daily life is not as a Wolf of Oily Wall Street. Indeed, my career has had such a

dearth of skullduggery, hanky-panky, double-dealing, diamond-booted glamour, or crazy

jackpot deals that Leonardo DiCaprio would refuse to play me, despite our uncanny physical

resemblance. I spend most of my time out of the office in conference rooms at foundations,

endowments, pension funds, and other investors talking to them about what we do—and how

the oil and gas business is changing.In my six years away from the business, it felt like nothing

had changed at all. Yes, Mitchell Energy had discovered how to produce from the Barnett

Shale, and in 2001, Devon Energy bought the company for $3.5 billion.1 But as exciting as that



must have been if you were a public shareholder of Mitchell Energy or, even better, George

Mitchell (who became a billionaire), gas from the Barnett Shale still made up less than 2

percent of total U.S. gas production in 2004.2 We considered it, along with a few other oddball

oil and gas fields, an unconventional resource, just another tight reservoir. We didn’t rub our

hands greedily with strategies to empty the mint.I look back flabbergasted that I didn’t think of

that high-cost play as any more or less interesting than others, such as drilling for small fields

in the Gulf of Mexico. It would take a second phase of the boom for me to see the shale

revolution as a national phenomenon, and another phase after that for it to reshape the world.

In the meantime came four years of increasingly grave doubts as to whether the oil and gas

business was capable of meeting its most basic task: supplying the country and the world with

fuel.* * *IN 2004, WE CONSIDERED the Barnett local news even though operators had

begun to succeed in combining Mitchell Energy’s six-year-old fracking recipe with horizontal

drilling, the second of three major innovations of the boom. (Oryx Energy had drilled

horizontally in the Barnett in the mid-1990s but, like Moses unable to enter the promised land,

never made any good wells because it lacked the right completion techniques.3) A shale

reservoir like the Barnett might only be 300 feet thick, buried 7,000 feet below the surface. The

well commuting downward toward it produces from nothing, a straw in cement. Even once the

vertical well reaches its targeted depth and is fracked, it extracts gas only from a few feet from

the fractures themselves, cracks thinner than a human hair. Those cracks extend a couple of

hundred feet in all directions from the end of the wellbore, in an area the size of a small arena.

This was why production from the S. H. Griffin #4, as historic as it was, was still relatively

low.Horizontal drilling, however, allows a company to drill along an underground highway

collecting gas from one arena after the next. Horizontal drilling was not designed for U.S.

shales. It wasn’t, by 2004, even all that new. It was only the latest variant of directional drilling,

which had been around since the 1930s but had become standard in offshore wells in the

1970s. In offshore wells then (and now), operators wanted to limit the area from which they had

to drill, to forgo the construction of a pricey platform or the need to move a rig. Given the large

conventional fields that companies were targeting at the time, they could also be somewhat

casual about how their well got to the reservoir. This was good because the imprecise

technology then available led to a lot of artful rambling and stopping and starting to figure out

where the heck the well actually was. It was only with the advent of measurement while drilling

—MWD—technology in the 1980s that oil companies, through accelerometers,

magnetometers, and other tools near the drill bit, could receive prompt well location information

at the surface miles away. (They did this through pulses sent through drilling mud, like Morse

code from the underworld.) Oil companies, finally able both to get from here to there and to

know where they were during the process, could at last start coloring within the lines.I have

found that horizontal drilling is one of the more difficult things for people to visualize. People

can intuit how fracking works: if I aim water from a high-pressure hose at a brick wall, anarchy

ensues. But it is harder to picture how to drill a well two miles deep and then turn it horizontal,

especially when drilling is done with thirty-foot sections of hard steel pipe. The steel isn’t being

bent by Underground Superman, nor is there some gadget that shoots a pipe horizontally from

a vertical well. A well becomes horizontal after it curves over great distances. While wells vary,

a typical shale well will turn from vertical to horizontal over 500 to 800 vertical feet.Imagine a

drill pipe as a pencil: it would take 300 pencils attached end to end, the height of a seventeen-

story building, to get to a typical shale reservoir vertically, 9,000 feet deep. If you’re going

horizontal, you first guide the pencils straight down, each new pencil driving the whole drill

string deeper, for fourteen floors. Over the three lowest floors, you communicate to a motor on



the bottommost pencil to angle that pencil 2 to 4 degrees closer to horizontal from the direction

of the previous one. You repeat this action, with each new pencil at a gently different angle.

Over forty to fifty pencils or so, in a sweet good night, the pencil string goes from being upright

to lying on its side. Reality is messier than pencils, of course. In an oil or gas well, the move

from vertical to horizontal is not always a calm slumber. There is considerable “tortuosity” and

variance in each angle of repose as the well responds to rock.4* * *NO NEW PLAY is ever

ignored for long in the oil business. At my firm, we talked about the Barnett, but it seemed

neither big nor repeatable enough to matter much beyond a few counties in North Texas. When

I returned to the oil industry in 2004, our two existential challenges were, indeed, as they ever

were. First, the industry had to find incremental sources of oil, and it was primarily doing so

with some “hard” strategies in deepwater locations, smaller deposits, challenging countries,

tricky reservoirs, and older fields that could be subjected to enhanced recovery techniques.

Second, the industry needed to find enough natural gas to supply America’s needs.While U.S.

gas consumption was growing just 1 percent or so annually in the 1990s and 2000s, and while

there was plenty of gas in the world, it was not in convenient locations or easy to import,

except by pipelines from Canada.5 You can pump oil onto oceangoing tankers, and away you

go. For natural gas, you have to construct multibillion-dollar liquefaction plants to freeze it into

liquid form—the gas would take up 600 times the space if you didn’t—and then build

multibillion-dollar regasification plants to turn the LNG back into gas people can use. A global

LNG business had been in existence since 1964. LNG was first exported from Alaska in 1969.

There were even a few small LNG regasification plants built in the continental United States in

the energy-scarred 1970s.6 But like velour suits, they were mothballed as a fad of the era.No

country or gas consumer wants to import LNG if they can get gas more cheaply by pipeline or

from domestic sources. So, with production from existing U.S. gas fields naturally declining as

always, 2004 was another year in a multi-decade game of Where Will the Next Source of U.S.

Gas Come From? In the 1990s, there was Canada, the shales of that era. Then came a line of

other contenders: coalbed methane, new basins in the Rockies, smaller fields in the shallow-

water Gulf. The enthusiasm for these sources overlapped, or rose and fell in mini-cycles. The

Barnett was thought of as a lesser round in the same old game.While there were exceptions,

the two quests—the one for new sources of oil and gas for the entire world, and the one for

new sources of gas for the United States—were generally handled by different types of

companies, cousin industries operating in parallel. The global quest for new sources was

driven by big state-owned national oil companies, like Saudi Aramco, and big international oil

companies, like Shell—supertanker enterprises that moved slowly but with force. The U.S. gas

quest was pursued almost wholly by independent exploration and production (E&P) companies

solely focused on the upstream—oil and gas extraction—segment of the business.E&P

companies were, and are, a diverse group of businesses that come in every size, from large

public companies (some with projects internationally) to minuscule businesses with a long-

faced hound dog standing in for an actual third employee. E&P companies also come in every

personality. Some are geologist-driven dreamers, out for the big score, descendants of the old-

time wildcatters. Some are grind-it-out businesses focused on improving margins on older

fields. Some are shady promoters, barely companies at all.Despite the diversity of

personalities, the U.S. E&P industry collectively operated (and still operates) on the principle

that if there is a cubic foot of gas or an ounce of oil that can be produced profitably—or for

some, even if there’s a hey-you-never-know chance that it can be produced profitably—

someone will try. By 2005, there were 100 operators in the Barnett alone. Production had risen

sixfold since 2000.7 That year, half of all the drilling rigs in the world were operating in the



United States even though the country produced just 12 percent of the world’s hydrocarbons.8

And 86 percent of the rigs drilling in the United States were drilling for gas.9* * *IF I HADN’T

MISSED MUCH in my six years away from the business, the manageable stroll of the industry

in 2004—meeting gently increasing demand despite the end of easy oil and gas—was turning

onto a much steeper path. For the next four years of my life, my job wasn’t about Mitchell

Energy’s fracking breakthrough. My job was explaining to investors how we were navigating

through steadily and, in the final flourish, almost unbelievably rising prices.But, still, the

dynamics were understood by the industry’s existing rules. In the previous forty years, oil price

spikes came primarily from supply shocks: the two notorious ones in the 1970s with the Arab

oil embargo and the Iranian Revolution, and some lesser ones, around the two Gulf Wars.

Leading oil industry chronicler Dan Yergin called what happened from 2002 to the middle of

2008 a “demand shock,” only the second modern one after a similarly scorching period of

consumption in the late 1960s and early 1970s.10The 2002–2008 demand shock was a global

phenomenon but also a Chinese one. China’s oil consumption during that period rose by over

half and accounted for 36 percent of increased global demand.11 (It had started importing oil

only in 1993.)12 On the face of it, though, global demand still increased during that time by a

less-than-frightening-seeming 2 percent per year, compared to 1.2 percent from the five-year

period that preceded it.13However, it is important to remember that the oil industry, like many,

faces a battle between the exponential and the arithmetic. Oil demand tends to increase as a

percentage of the year before, with population and economic growth. (Your car will be driven

more if you get a job or if your daughter gets her license.) But a 2 percent increase in demand

in 2004 calls for many more physical barrels to be produced than a 2 percent increase in 1984,

when less oil was consumed. And from 2002 to 2007, the world consumed 1.7 million barrels

per day more on average than the year before. (A barrel is forty-two gallons.) From 1997 to

2002, the increase had been about half that level.14The problem is that oil supply doesn’t

increase exponentially. Existing wells and fields will help the industry find the new necessary

ones only if there is a lot of “well control.” In an area with high well control, a new well drilled

near an existing one will be similar in its results and characteristics. A Big Mac at the new

McDonald’s will taste like all the other Big Macs in town. An area with low well control means

that when you’re drilling a new well, results from a neighboring well reveal little. The new

McDonald’s Big Macs could taste like cod. The “post-easy” era of oil and gas meant,

essentially, that oil companies were operating in many areas without much well control. Each

new field was a new invention. Seismic and other technologies were mitigating higher-risk

exploration a bit, but even if you found a field in a remote place, the development of it would be

fraught.The savior—at least to those of us who make a living selling oil—was classical

economics. As known since the days of Adam Smith, the price of a commodity should follow its

cost of production. And so with new supply coming primarily from harder, more costly places,

oil prices should—and did—rise. In some areas, like the North Sea, for example, this meant

that we could afford to strike relatively small deposits of oil even in only one out of every three

or four exploration wells. The high price received for the oil in the successes would pay for the

dusters. In other areas, with fields with lower-quality oil or with soaring drilling costs, projects

that were losers if companies got only $30 per barrel would open up when oil was $75.The

expectation in the industry was guided by the Resource Triangle: each year, we would need to

develop more high-cost barrels. The rise in oil prices at first made sense. But when they

eventually, unexpectedly quadrupled from $27 per barrel in 2002, based on the monthly closing

price, to an average of $113 per barrel in the first half of 2008,15 people who do not find higher

oil prices to be a blessing (those people including my father and pretty much everyone else on



the planet) started to wonder. Was this “classical economics”? Were shadowy speculators the

cause? Were oil companies manipulating the market? Was I, my dad asked, manipulating the

market? Or—the question most surprising to me—was peak oil finally here?* * *THE PEAK

OIL CONCEPT was derived from the work of a formidable geologist, M. King Hubbert. It was

no surprise that Hubbert—cantankerous, abrasive, arrogant—chose to go by his royal middle

name. He was also part of a uniform-wearing North American movement called Technocracy,

whose members saluted their leader, the Great Engineer, when he walked into the room.16

But Hubbert is not remembered (luckily for him) for his leader saluting of the 1930s but for his

oil production modeling twenty years later. Hubbert argued that no matter what you did, no

matter how many enhanced oil recovery techniques you tried, eventually you couldn’t increase

oil production anymore in any basin. Production, following a bell-shape curve, would start to

decline when about half the oil that could be produced was produced. The top of Hubbert’s

production curve became known as Hubbert’s Peak.Peak oil theories derived from Hubbert’s

work were buds off the old Malthusian pessimism: when demand for anything increases

exponentially and supply increases arithmetically, we’re screwed. For a while, according to the

theories, the global industry could still increase production by opening up new basins around

the world. Eventually, though, like an alcoholic facing an emptied liquor cabinet, there would be

no more basins or countries to tap. The whole world would be unable to increase production.

The debate, among the peakers, was not if peak oil would happen in any one place—it had

happened in lots of them, including the continental United States—but what year it would

happen for the planet. Some, by the mid-2000s, claimed that it was already here.I never bought

into peak oil theories. I had confidence that innovation would increase recoveries from existing

oilfields—someday. Peak oil was also a pet theory of environmental radicals and

ultraconservative survivalists, and I had an unshakable belief that anytime the far left and far

right agree on anything (the meaningless of bourgeois existence, the 1939 divisibility of

Poland) they are wrong. I also had a distaste for the smug, nihilistic, almost gleeful of-course-I-

wouldn’t-wish-ill-on-anyone-but rhetoric of the peakers. Their predictions of The End seemed

too tied up in a need to prove that awful modern civilization, with its oil addiction and carbon

spewing and nylon panty hose and television entertainment programs, was finally being

presented with the bill. Some peakers were preparing themselves for the end, depending on

their political leanings, in bunker or yurt.In July 2008, GQ published “World Without Oil, Amen,”

a fascinating peaker case study (by a writer I know and respect, his yurty peakedness aside).

The article dripped with skepticism for anyone who doubted peak oil, musing on the possibility

of independent thought by an oil company employee. It ended with a visit to the Canadian oil

sands, an “unconventional” source of oil then thought of as the only long-term hope for North

American onshore oil production. Its only drawbacks, the article argued, were being

“unconventionally expensive” and “unconventionally destructive.”17The article annoyed me. But

my gut dislike wasn’t an argument. My argument was likely the same as most everyone in the

oil business: technology would save us. But if you asked me to name that technology, I would

have hummed the Star Trek theme to distract you. I had no idea. The peakers’ evidence also

seemed more concrete than my hope: continental U.S. oil production, as in many places, was

already skiing down Hubbert’s Peak. From 1986 to 2005, it fell by half. Total U.S. production

declines were more moderate, only because of new basins in Alaska and the deepwater Gulf

of Mexico.18As a believer in what economists call price signals, disliking peak oil was also

getting more difficult by the day. Oil prices were rising fast—$35 per barrel, or 57 percent, in

2007 alone. They shot up an additional 33 percent in the first five months of 2008.19 Matt

Simmons, the most famous energy investment banker at the time, wrote a book, Twilight in the



Desert, that argued that the Saudis would peak soon, too, but were lying to hide their fate. The

implications were clear. The twilight was happening in the desert, but the darkness would

descend on us all. In March 2008, analysts at Goldman Sachs, where only a decade ago I was

part of the team that would boldly raise our per-barrel oil price assumption from $19 to $20,

warned that oil price “super-spikes” to $200 per barrel could occur by 2012.20I hated peak oil

theory. But I started to wonder. Was I more of a bunker guy or a yurt guy? Would I look better

in a loincloth made out of deer hide or bark?It is hard to fathom that this was eight years ago.*

* *EXCEPT ON THE LOONIEST FRINGES, no one predicted an imminent peak in global gas

production. The earth has more gas in it than oil, as oil is cooked in a more limited range of

depths and prone, when too hot or pressured, to become gas. U.S. consumers also weren’t

ravenously consuming gas. Gas here is used primarily for heating buildings, generating power,

and making stuff. In the late 2000s, a rise in power sector use was being offset by flatlining

demand in the residential sector (with increasing fuel efficiency) and falling demand in the

industrial sector. U.S. gas demand was only 15 percent or so greater than it had been forty

years before.21Yet there was also no easy solution for how to meet even stagnant demand

with domestically produced gas. The hundreds of indefatigable independents, with their

thousand rigs ferociously drilling, were having trouble increasing production. Gas prices were

rising because we were drilling in increasingly poor reservoirs, like George Mitchell had in that

(when terms like millidarcies just won’t do) tight-as-a-flea’s-butthole Barnett Shale. They were

rising because, by 2007, 14 percent of the nation’s gas came from fields in the federal waters

of the Gulf of Mexico vulnerable to hurricanes.That year, we were also importing 3.3 percent of

our gas as LNG, over triple the amount at the start of the decade.22 At strategy sessions at my

firm, we cited credible studies that LNG imports would increase to 10 percent of the nation’s

supply by 2015. Forty-five new LNG import terminal projects had been announced. At least

sixteen, we were confident, would be built. By 2008, the number of rigs drilling for gas topped

1,600, 52 percent higher than four years earlier.23U.S. gas consumers’ increasing reliance on

LNG was comforting to us in a way. As long as an operator, whatever its strategy, could

produce gas by drilling a well that made money at an equivalent price to the cost of importing

it, that project was safe. There was a sense that price stability, at $8 to $9 per thousand cubic

feet, was on the horizon. (Average homes in the Midwest consume about 100,000 cubic feet of

gas per year; homes in California half that.)24 What alternatives did American gas consumers

have? You could get gas from tight, small, second-rate fields drilled right here in North

America, or you could rely on our bizarre globalized world: someone would freeze gas in a

poor and sweltering place like Trinidad, Algeria, or Nigeria and ship it over here so some other

crazy bastard could thaw it out so people wouldn’t freeze their keisters off in Terre Haute. In

either arduous way, gas was going to be more expensive.Average gas prices tripled from the

first half of 2002 to the first half of 2008.3. SHALEMANIA AND SCIENCE EXPERIMENTSI

may have known what source rock was from some long-ago primer about how oil and gas is

made. (“Once there were dinosaurs, Timmy, and now they’re in your Chevrolet…”) But when I

talked to investors and colleagues from 2004 to 2008, the topics were generally the familiar

ones: the global opportunities in the oil and gas business and the end—the definitive, sad,

okay, excitingly price-spurring end—of easy oil and gas. From 2004 to 2008, my firm was

focused on trying to invest in companies that were profiting from one of the two old goals,

developing more oil and gas projects internationally or finding some reasonably rewarding, if

still high-cost, gas fields in the United States. Yes, we invested in shale producers—or

companies that would become them. But that wasn’t our exclusive strategy. We also invested in

small E&P companies exploring for conventional reservoirs in South Texas and British



companies exploring in the North Sea. We partnered with companies advancing offshore

pipeline welding technology and invested in the construction of advanced drilling rigs that

would allow operators to go further offshore. As late as 2007, we wrote to our investors about

what I thought were the four primary incremental sources of global oil supply, the BICS: Brazil,

Iraq, the Canadian oil sands, and Saudi Arabia. It was a nod to the increasingly hip term BRIC,

used for Brazil, Russia, India, and China. I hoped my coinage would catch on BRICishly.It

didn’t, and not only because it was stupid—a transformative boom in the USA was starting,

and it was the beginning of the era of the land rushes. I watched each land rush for its wild, fun

frenzy. Only later did it sink in that their repercussions were more important than the show.* *

*WHEN PEOPLE IN THE OIL business talk about Aubrey McClendon, some refer to him as

the Steve Jobs of the shale revolution, the visionary who brought it all together. Some think of

him as its P. T. Barnum, the character who started the circus. But everyone knows that he is the

Beyoncé of the business, the only person whom everyone refers to by his first name. I don’t

think I’ve ever been in the same room as the man, but that hasn’t stopped me from saying

things like, “Well, that’s just Aubrey being Aubrey,” as if I were talking about my brother.
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aintbuyinit, “Good but stops short. What does this mean globally?. Good information. I learned

a lot. However, the story seems to meander about and there are definitely too many corny

analogies. I would have liked to have seen a more in depth discussion on what this means

globally. Russia for instance has what appears to be gigantic frack-able reserves. And what

about our neighbors in Mx and Canada. And Europe. The UK apparently has enormous frack-

able reserves both onland and close off shore in shallow water. In his next book, I hope the

author explores these issues. I wonder if oil were to hover in the $40 to $60 range and NG in

the range of $3-$6 USD/1000 cu ft. what would that mean to global production and what does

this mean for energy alternatives like coal, solar, hydro, wind etc. Oil and, to some extent

natural gas and its derivatives are fungible commodities. So what happens in one region

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/Jknpn/The-Green-and-the-Black-The-Complete-Story-of-the-Shale-Revolution-the-Fight-over-Fracking-and-the-Future-of-Energy


impacts the whole world. IMHO, this is the politically interesting by product of US developed

fracking.”

Russael, “Brilliant education in fracking. Highly recommended. This book was an education, a

reaffirmation of yankee knowhow, and a shocking reversal of petroleum shortages. It also did a

lot to disabuse me of ideas that fracking is destroying the environment. It isn't. The author had

a terrible tic, though, a penchant for execrable metaphors that continually carried me away from

the discourse and stopped me dead in the water. I had to adopt the strategem of striking out

each horrible metaphor so as to ignore them. This worked. At the end a bit wordy and I didn't

much care for the creative disruption bit at the end, although I did buy the book for myself. Now

I read articles in the press and it seems they never heard of the fracking revolution, which

changes utterly our energy situation.”

Bill Henderson Jr., “Funny and Enjoyable Book About Fracking. Funny and positive outlook on

energy future. Sernovitz uses humor and his personal dilemma of being a New York liberal

defending the oil and gas industry to illuminate and entertain which makes this book a very

enjoyable read. You'll get arguments for and against tapping into shale gas and shale oil that

span global climate issues and impacts on small American communities. I find Sernovitz fair

and open-minded although he is up front about his ties to oil and gas. I think Sernowitz could

have gone a bit more in depth with some of the arguments against "fracking" and shale plays in

order to balance the book out better. I agree wholeheartedly with Sernowitz's positions but

think this won't satisfy the strongest critics. You won't find detailed descriptions of the

mechanics of fracking or other tight oil/gas tech, nor will you see graphs, diagrams, or pictures.

If you want to understand how fracking works or where exactly it's happening, this book only

hits the wave tops.I recommend reading this if you are curious about fracking or about energy

policy in general.”

Scott A. Franco, “Brilliant and readable. Brilliant and readable, Gary makes a technical topic

sound interesting. I have seen countless diagrams of horizontal fracking without ever reading

why horizontal drilling was a major part of the (several) advances that made the fracking

revolution possible. Gary weaves the story and the facts together in a way that few authors can.

It does not, however, lack relevant facts. I got out the highlighter earliy in the reading of it and

started marking furiously.This book should be read by everyone, pro or con fracking, who

wants to talk from knowledge instead of prejudice.”

Derek G. Lane, “I learned some things from this book. * fracking is done way low, well water is

sourced way higher, so contamination is more likely from the surface or drilling down* source

rocks are more abundant, better characterized, and more predictable than domes catching

what they slowly release* yup, construction activity can be disruptive in the country* American

social arrangements lead to uneven local compensation for mostly surface annoyances* cheap

gas is currently good, an upper bound on oil price has nice diplomatic consequences, and

there is no reason that cheapening solar and wind should not change everything energy

related again* soil types (e.g. Clay is bad; brittle rock is good) can break fracking as an

economic activity. USA is the major beneficiary of fracking and other countries may land up

using the more universal wind and solar, depending on the less known opportunities in storage

to fill in the gaps. New Zealand and a few other countries with large dispatchable hydro

penetration and good grids are well situated here.”



Ansatz, “Balanced views and lighthearted humor. This book did a good job of giving a balanced

view on hydraulic fracturing. The writing style reminds me blends lighthearted humor with

quality information. The author tries to be neutral, but implicitly concludes that although the

shale gas revolution has some negative environmental impacts and growing pains in terms of

regulations and best-practices, the economic benefits outweigh the negatives.”

GH, “Sernovitz does a great job laying out both arguments and their fallacies. Plenty of

literature exists taking a partisan view on fracking and oil and gas in general. Some blindly

rejects the merits of fracking, refusing to acknowledge the significant benefits that have

resulted (well paying jobs, lower energy costs and economic growth). Some blindly accepts it,

refusing to acknowledge the risks and secondary impacts. Sernovitz does a great job laying

out both arguments and their fallacies, and instead analyzes the issue with a nuanced view

from which everyone can benefit (and not just environmentalists or oilmen). And he does so in

a way that is humorous, straightforward and easy to read. I found it superior to other books on

the subject and well worth your time.”

LHC, “I loved this book!. To frac (or not to frac) is such a huge topic in the U.K. right now but

there are very view people who actually understand the debate from all sides (including the

national press). This is a super timely interrogation of the U.S. shale gas phenomenon told

from an incredibly witty and amusing angle, but missing none of the key facts to help you

decide on which side of the debate you fall. Sound like a dry topic? Read it – I guarantee you

will laugh out loud….more than once!”

inga, “received. thanks. received in a due way according to the purchase conditions. not yet

read. look forward to enjoy it. thanks”
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